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Abstract— To be diagnostically effective, structural magnetic 
resonance imaging (sMRI) must reliably distinguish a 
depressed individual from a healthy individual at individual 
scans level.  One of the tasks in the automated diagnosis of 
depression from brain sMRI is the classification. It determines 
the class to which a sample belongs (i.e., depressed/not 
depressed, remitted/not-remitted depression) based on the 
values of its features. Thus far, very limited works have been 
reported for identification of a suitable classification algorithm 
for depression detection. In this paper, different types of 
classification algorithms are compared for effective diagnosis 
of depression. Ten independent classification schemas are 
applied and a comparative study is carried out. The algorithms 
are: Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM) with 
Radial Basis Function (RBF), SVM Sigmoid, J48, Random 
Forest, Random Tree, Voting Feature Intervals (VFI), 
LogitBoost, Simple KMeans Classification Via Clustering 
(KMeans) and Classification Via Clustering Expectation 
Minimization (EM) respectively. The performances of the 
algorithms are determined through a set of experiments on 
sMRI brain scans. An experimental procedure is developed to 
measure the performance of the tested algorithms. A 
classification accuracy evaluation method was employed for 
evaluation and comparison of the performance of the examined 
classifiers.  
Keywords-Structural MRI; automated depression detection; 
classification; brain image analysis. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Depression is a major issue worldwide and is seen as a 
significant health problem. Clinical diagnosis of depression 
is difficult due to stigma and patient denial, clinical 
experience, time limitations, and reliability of psychometrics. 
Therefore, an automated system that is able to detect 
depression would assist medical experts in their decision 
making process. To develop an sMRI-based depression 
detection system, a number of components are required: 
image acquisition and pre-processing, feature extraction and 
selection, and classification [1]. 
sMRI offers anatomical detail and high sensitivity to 
pathological changes [1]. It can demonstrate certain patterns 
of brain changes that may be present at a structural level. The 
available individual depression detection studies based on 
sMRI are by Costafreda et al. [2], Nouretdinov et al. [3], 
Gong et al. [4], Mwangi et al. [5, 6] and Bao et al. [7]. The 
published works on individual depression detection have 
used sMRI in different ways. They have utilized different 
features for the detection. The features they used are voxel 
based morphometry, brain shape, and voxels value. Research 
shows that depression can be linked to specific structural 
brain regions abnormalities. From the group-level analysis, 
depression is mainly characterized by the volumetric 
reductions or increase in the hippocampus, amygdala, 
anterior cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, subgenual prefrontal cortex, putamen, 
caudate, and also cerebrospinal fluid have been specifically 
associated with depression.  
While the biomarker depression from brain sMRI 
volumetric changes has been identified, the influence of the 
sMRI for diagnosis of depression on clinical practice is very 
limited. There have been little efforts to formulate a 
classification system that could automatically diagnose 
depression for clinical applications. The SVM classifier was 
employed by Costafreda et al. [2], Gong et al. [4], and Bao et 
al. [7]. Besides the SVM classifier, Bao et al. [7] also 
investigated the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier for predicting 
treatment remission in major depression. Nouretdinov et al. 
[3] proposed a general probabilistic classification method to 
structural and functional MRI to investigate diagnostic and 
prognostic prediction in depression. The proposed method of 
classification is known as transductive conformal predictors 
(TCP). Mwangi et al. [6] used regression analysis based on 
relevance vector regression (RVR) which is a sparse 
Bayesian leaning method to predict brain disease. In another 
published study, Mwangi et al. [5] investigated both 
relevance vector machine (RVM) and SVM machine 
learning for diagnostic purpose. They also showed that SVM 
and RVM weighting factors are correlated strongly with the 
subjective ratings of illness severity.  
The former studies have evaluated the performance of 
single classifier only  for detection of depression. In the 
study presented in this paper, various classification 
algorithms performance have been compared to diagnosis 
depression. The experiments are conducted using WEKA 
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), a non-
commercial and open-source data mining system. It contains 
tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, 
clustering, association rules, and visualization. Ten different 
classifiers are selected and evaluated. They are: Naïve 
Bayes, SVM with Radial Basis Function (SVM RBF), SVM 
Sigmoid, J48, Random Forest, Random Tree, Voting 
Feature Intervals (VFI), LogitBoost, Simple KMeans 
Classification Via Clustering (KMeans) and Classification 
Via Clustering Expectation Minimization (EM) 
respectively.  
II. EXPERIMENT METHODS 
A. Dataset Description 
We have employed the Multisite Imaging Research In the 
Analysis of Depression (MIRIAD) dataset for evaluating the 
performance of the classifiers. The dataset was created by the 
Neuropsychiatric Imaging Research Laboratory at Duke 
University [8]. A total of 115 brain scans involving 88 
healthy controls and 27 depressed subjects were selected 
from this dataset for this work. From the sMRI data, various 
regions of brain were extracted and their volume computed. 
The extracted volumetric features include whole brain (WB) 
volume, gray matter (GM) volume, white matter (WM) 
volume, hippocampus volume, and so on. Complete listing 
of the forty-four volumetric features is included in Appendix 
I. An expert neuroradiologist manually traced these regions 
using Analyze tool, and calculated the regions volumes using 
MrX tool. The details on the feature extraction process used 
to produce the volumetric features can be obtained from ref. 
[9-11]. Fig. 1 shows samples of volumetric features 




Figure 1.  Sample of the regions on sMRI brain images from which 
volumetric features are extracted. (Left) Arrow indicates white matter 
lesion. (Right) Arrows indicates amygdala, caudate, hippocampus and 
putamen regions, on PD MRI image. 
B. Experimental Design 
It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate various 
classifiers for detection of the depression. The selected 
classifiers, which are illustrated in Fig. 2 are trained. As can 
be seen from Fig. 2, the performed experimental procedure is 
composed of 5 components. The brief description of each 
component is given in the following. 
Depression sMRI dataset holds the features that are used 
to characterize healthy persons and patients. The dataset 
composed of 45 columns (including the class) and 115 rows. 
The dataset was created by the Neuropsychiatric Imaging 
Research Laboratory at Duke University [8]. The original 
studies using the dataset are for finding biomarker of 
depression at group-level analysis. This dataset is composed 
of a range of volume measurements from 115 people, 37 
with depression.  Each column in the table is a particular 
volume measure (features), and each row corresponds to one 
of the sMRI scan from these individuals. The main aim of 
the data is to discriminate healthy people from those with 
depression, according to “class” column which is set to 0 for 
healthy and 1 for depression. The data is in arff format.  
Feature Subset Generation component was used to 
generate several inputs subsets. We used the filter method in 
determining the best set of input features (f) for the 
prediction model from all possible input features. We 
calculate the information gain (IG) of each feature and used 
IG value to rank the feature. We formed eight subsets by 
taking Top 5 (f=5), Top 10 (f=10), Top 15 (f=15), Top 20 
(f=20), Top 25 (f=25), Top 30 (f=30), Top 35 (f=35) and all 
fourty-four features. IG had demonstrated good performance 
for feature selection for this type of dataset as reported in 
[12]. IG evaluates the worth of a feature by measuring the 
information gain with respect to the class. 
Training/Test data partition component was used to 
partition the input data into train and testing data sets. 70% 
of the data was used to form the training set, and the other 
30% of the data was used to form the test set. 
Classification component was used to train and test 
various classifiers in parallel. Ten different classifiers 
implemented in this study are Naïve Bayes, SVM RBF, 
 
Figure 2. Experimental Procedures 
SVM Sigmoid, J48, Random Forest, Random Tree, VFI, 
LogitBoost, KMeans and EM.   
Classifiers Comparison component is implemented to 
compare the performance of each of the classifiers using the 
score matrix. We used the classification accuracy to compare 
the ten classifiers. These allow a more direct comparison 
between classifiers.  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The implementation diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
input dataset with order preserved was partitioned into train 
and test dataset. 70% of the input dataset was used for 
training and the rest of the dataset was used for testing. The 
adjustable parameters of each classifier were tuned. The 
parameters that generated the best classification accuracy 
were selected. Classification accuracy was used for 
calculating the score of the applied classifiers. Table 1 gives 
the classification accuracies for each classifier. The best and 
the worst classification results for each classifier over the 
various subsets/number of features is highlighted in bold and 
italic letters, respectively. The best overall result over all 
feature sets and all classifier algorithms are marked with an 
asterisk. 
From the result in Table I, it is seen that the 
classification accuracy results are consistent for three of the 
classifiers: J48, SVM RBF and SVM Sigmoid. However, 
the first and second highest classification accuracies are 
mainly achieved by medium and high variance classifiers; 
Random Tree, Random Forest and Naïve Bayes. Random 
Tree obtained the highest classification score of 85.29% 
(f=15). This is followed by Random Forest (f=15) and J48 
(f=35) with classification accuracy of 82.35%. Naïve Bayes 
classifier also had same score but using all features. 
Comparing the classifiers based on their best accuracy 
score, the classifiers could be ranked in descending order as 
follows; Random Tree, Random Forest, J48, Naïve Bayes, 
LogitBoost, VFI, KMeans, SVM Sigmoid, SVM RBF and 
lastly EM. The best classification accuracy by EM was only 
73.33% (f=10), which is the lowest in the ranking of the 
classifiers.  
There is no single classifier that is best for all problems. 
The classifiers performances are dependent on the domain 
of the datasets and the target performance criteria. The 
classifiers performances are also strongly dependent on the 
selection of features [12, 13]. In this study, we investigated 
the best classifier for depression diagnosis based on sMRI. 
The comparison was carried out using classification 
accuracy evaluation. Naïve Bayes is the preferable classifier 
if feature selection is not included in the process. If a low 
feature is desired K-means could provide 79.41% accuracy 
using only 5 features while SVM RBF and SVM Sigmoid 
consistently scored 76.47% regardless the number of 
features (with or without selection of features). The Random 
Forest and Random Tree classifiers seem to be very 
sensitive to the size of the feature subsets (highly varied) but 
able to establish the highest accuracies.  
It is also meaningful to compare our classification 
accuracy results with those of the existing works. The 
highest accuracy of diagnosis was reported by Mwangi et al. 
[5] with score of 90.3%. The second highest accuracy was 
reported also by Mwangi et al. [5] with score of 87.1%. 
Then, the third highest accuracy was reported by Gong et al. 
[4] with score of 84.65%. The rest of the published studies 
reported accuracy ranges between 58-76% only. In our 
experiments, there were four classifier algorithms that could 
achieve accuracy results of above 80%: J48, Naïve Bayes, 
Random Forest and Random Tree. The highest classification 
accuracy achieved was by Random Tree (85.29%), thus it is 
now the third highest in depression detection study.  
IV. CONCLUSION 
Thus far, several studies have been reported focusing on 
depression diagnosis from brain sMRI. In this study, various 
classification algorithms were evaluated for diagnosing of 
the depression. Implementations were carried out on the 
depression dataset in a fully automatic. Ten independent 
classification algorithms were used. Classification accuracy 
evaluation measure was employed for calculating the 
performance score of the classifiers. Then, a comparative 
TABLE I.  CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) 
	
Methods	 f=	5	 f=10	 f=	15	 f=20	 f=	25	 f=	30	 f=	35	 f=44	(All)	
EM	 55.56	 73.33	 66.67	 60.00	 42.86	 28.57	 36.36	 47.06	
J48	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 73.53	 73.53	 82.35	 73.53	
Kmeans	 79.41	 20.59	 76.47	 26.47	 76.47	 20.59	 23.53	 26.47	
SVM	RBF	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	
SVM	Sigmoid	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	 76.47	
LogitBoost	 73.53	 76.47	 79.41	 64.71	 70.59	 50.00	 50.00	 41.18	
NaiveBayes	 44.12	 41.18	 35.29	 41.18	 47.06	 52.94	 52.94	 82.35	
RandomForest	 73.53	 64.71	 82.35	 79.41	 76.47	 70.59	 76.47	 73.53	
RandomTree	 79.41	 61.76	 *85.29	 64.71	 38.24	 55.88	 41.18	 58.82	
VFI	 79.41	 50.00	 64.71	 52.94	 50.00	 50.00	 50.00	 50.00	
	  
study was done. The Random Tree yielded the best score 
with the classification accuracy results gained was 85.29%. 
SVM as the most popular classifier in depression 
classification and biomedical diagnosis had shown 
moderately good performance. We also observed that the 
Random Forest and J48 classifiers had showed remarkable 
potential for application in this area. We also compared our 
score with the score that was obtained by previous study.  
APPENDIX 
APPENDIX  I: VOLUMETRIC ATTRIBUTES DESCRIPTIONS  
No Attributes Description 
1 nonlgm 
Non-lesion gray matter (GM) volume in whole 
brain 
2 gmles 
Subcortical gray matter lesion (GML) volume in 
cerebrum 
3 totgm Total GM volume 
4 nvcsf Non-ventricular CSF volume in the whole brain 
5 totvent Total Lateral ventricle volume 
6 totcsf Total CSF volume 
7 nonlwm 
Non-lesion white matter (WM) volume in whole 
brain 
8 wmles WM lesion volume in the cerebrum 
9 totwm total WM volume 
10 totles total lesion volume 
11 wholebr whole brain volume 
12 lnonlgm 
Non-lesion GM volume in left cerebral 
hemisphere 
13 lgmles 
Subcortical GML volume in the left cerebral 
hemisphere 
14 ltotgm left hemisphere total GM volume 
15 lnvcsf 
Non-ventricular CSF volume in left cerebral 
hemisphere 
16 lvent 
Lateral ventricle volume in left cerebral 
hemisphere 
17 ltotcsf left hemisphere total CSF volume 
18 lnonlwm 
Non-lesion WM volume in left cerebral 
hemisphere 
19 lwmles WML volume in the left cerebral hemisphere 
20 ltotwm left hemisphere total WM volume 
21 ltotles left hemisphere total lesion volume 
22 lhemis left hemisphere volume 
23 rnonlgm 
Non-lesion GM volume in right cerebral 
hemisphere 
24 rgmles 
Subcortical GML volume in the right  cerebral 
hemisphere 
25 rtotgm right hemisphere total GM volume 
26 rnvcsf 
Non-ventricular CSF volume in the right 
cerebral hemisphere 
27 rvent 
Lateral ventricle volume in the right cerebral 
hemisphere 
28 rtotcsf right hemisphere total CSF volume 
29 rnonlwm 
Non-lesion WM volume in right cerebral 
hemisphere 
30 rwmles WML volume in the right cerebral hemisphere 
31 rtotwm right hemisphere total WM volume 
32 rtotles right hemisphere total lesion volume 
33 rhemis right hemisphere volume 
34 cerebrm cerebral volume 
35 lgmtc Left caudate GM volume 
36 lgmltc Left caudate lesion volume 
37 rgmtc Right caudate GM volume 
38 rgmltc Right caudate lesion volume 
39 lputamn Left putamen volume 
40 rputamn Right putamen volume 
41 lhippoc Left hippocampus volume  
42 rhippoc Right hippocampus volume  
43 totputamn total putamen volume 
44 tothippoc total hippocampus volume 
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